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Enter a New World of Database Programming Visual Basic .NET and ADO.NET facilitate the
development of a new generation of database applications, including disconnected
applications that run on the Web. Mastering Visual Basic .NET Database Programming is the
resource you need to thrive in this new world. Assuming no prior experience with database
programming, this book teaches you every aspect of the craft, from GUI design to server
development to middle-tier implementation. If you're familiar with earlier versions of ADO, you'll
master the many new features of ADO.NET all the more quickly. You'll also learn the
importance of XML within the new .NET paradigm. Coverage includes: Getting familiar with the
ADO.NET object model Using the data access wizards Taking advantage of new SQL Server
2000 features Carrying out XSL Transformations and XPath queries Generating XML using the
T-SQL FOR XML statement Binding controls to ADO.NET result sets Arriving at a sound
database design Tuning your SQL Server 2000 database Using the XML Designer in Visual
Studio .NET Leveraging the data access tools available in the Visual Studio .NET IDE Working
with .NET data providers Choosing between streaming data and caching data Working with the
Data Form Wizard in Visual Studio .NET Using advanced ADO.NET techniques Building a
threaded application Using .NET's advanced exception handling capabilities Using the .NET
Deployment Project Template Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not
included as part of eBook file.
From the author of the highly acclaimed Book of VB .NET comes this comprehensive
introduction to Visual Basic 2005, the newest version of Microsoft’s popular programming
language. If you’re a developer who is new to the language, you will learn to use VB 2005
effectively. If you’re from the old school of VB but haven’t yet made the jump to .NET, you will
be able to make the transition seamlessly. And you won’t have to wade through boring,
unnecessary material before you get there. This guide covers all the necessities, ditching
jargon and getting right to the substance of how to: * Implement object-oriented programming
with classes, interfaces, and inheritance * Design well-behaved multithreaded applications *
Work with XML, file streams, and ADO.NET, the .NET toolkit for relational databases * Build
code-driven web pages and rich Windows applications * Deploy your applications with snazzy
setup programs Conversational in tone and eminently readable, this book tackles VB 2005’s
hot new features and explains how to work with .NET, but it doesn’t water the information
down for beginners. After a brief overview of changes from VB 6, you’ll get real-world
examples in each chapter that will get you up to speed and ready to perform in the VB 2005
environment. Helpful code examples, references to additional online material, and tips on
planning, design, and architecture round out The Book of Visual Basic 2005. Professional
developers who need to master VB 2005 will want this book by their side.
A practice-oriented guide to using C# to design and program pricing and trading models In this
step-by-step guide to software development for financial analysts, traders, developers and
quants, the authors show both novice and experienced practitioners how to develop robust and
accurate pricing models and employ them in real environments. Traders will learn how to
design and implement applications for curve and surface modeling, fixed income products,
hedging strategies, plain and exotic option modeling, interest rate options, structured bonds,
unfunded structured products, and more. A unique mix of modern software technology and
quantitative finance, this book is both timely and practical. The approach is thorough and
comprehensive and the authors use a combination of C# language features, design patterns,
mathematics and finance to produce efficient and maintainable software. Designed for quant
developers, traders and MSc/MFE students, each chapter has numerous exercises and the
book is accompanied by a dedicated companion website, http://www.datasimfinancial.com/foru
m/viewforum.php?f=196&sid=f30022095850dee48c7db5ff62192b34, providing all source code,
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alongside audio, support and discussion forums for readers to comment on the code and
obtain new versions of the software.
Python is a multipurpose development language that can be used on virtually every platform. It
offers built-in support for critical development steps including data structures, dynamic typing,
and dynamic building. It can be used in lieu of Java or C++, and Python scripts can be
developed in a fraction of the time it takes to program and debug higher-level languages.
Covers language basics and how to use Python for CGI scripting, GUI development, network
programming, and much more Demonstrates why Python is arguably the most sophisticated of
the popular scripting languages and why its popularity continues to grow
Freeze offers coverage of the new COM standard, COM+, which will be an integral part of
Windows 2000. He includes full coverage of working with MTS (Microsoft Transaction Server)
and MSMQ (Microsoft Message Queue), both underpublished topics.
Offers test-taking strategies and tips, practice questions, and a cram sheet.
For more than 40 years, Computerworld has been the leading source of technology news and
information for IT influencers worldwide. Computerworld's award-winning Web site
(Computerworld.com), twice-monthly publication, focused conference series and custom
research form the hub of the world's largest global IT media network.

Building Distributed Applications with Visual Basic.NET provides corporate developers
with the .NET Framework techniques necessary to build distributed and reusable
business systems in VB.NET. Covered topics include: VB.NET and the .NET
Framework architecture and language concepts; building distributed applications with
VB.NET using ADO.NET, XML, ASP.NET, SOAP, and COM+; and enterprise
integration using the Services Framework.
Explores design solutions for scalable systems, including enterprise-wide, distributed
applications using COM+ within the .NET framework,
Why program Excel? For solving complex calculations and presenting results, Excel is
amazingly complete with every imaginable feature already in place. But programming
Excel isn't about adding new features as much as it's about combining existing features
to solve particular problems. With a few modifications, you can transform Excel into a
task-specific piece of software that will quickly and precisely serve your needs. In other
words, Excel is an ideal platform for probably millions of small spreadsheet-based
software solutions. The best part is, you can program Excel with no additional tools. A
variant of the Visual Basic programming language, VB for Applications (VBA) is built
into Excel to facilitate its use as a platform. With VBA, you can create macros and
templates, manipulate user interface features such as menus and toolbars, and work
with custom user forms or dialog boxes. VBA is relatively easy to use, but if you've
never programmed before, Programming Excel with VBA and .NET is a great way to
learn a lot very quickly. If you're an experienced Excel user or a Visual Basic
programmer, you'll pick up a lot of valuable new tricks. Developers looking forward to
.NET development will also find discussion of how the Excel object model works with
.NET tools, including Visual Studio Tools for Office (VSTO). This book teaches you how
to use Excel VBA by explaining concepts clearly and concisely in plain English, and
provides plenty of downloadable samples so you can learn by doing. You'll be exposed
to a wide range of tasks most commonly performed with Excel, arranged into chapters
according to subject, with those subjects corresponding to one or more Excel objects.
With both the samples and important reference information for each object included
right in the chapters, instead of tucked away in separate sections, Programming Excel
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with VBA and .NET covers the entire Excel object library. For those just starting out, it
also lays down the basic rules common to all programming languages. With this singlesource reference and how-to guide, you'll learn to use the complete range of Excel
programming tasks to solve problems, no matter what you're experience level.
Get The Com Savvy You Need To Build Strategic Distributed Computing Solutions.
With Programming Distributed Applications With Com And Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0,
Visual Basic Programmers Discover How To Execute Enterprise-Level Development
Tasks Formerly
Topics in this comprehensive guide include: why should users move to Visual
Basic.NET; major VB.NET changes; building classes and assemblies with VB.NET;
building Windows services with VB.NET; and upgrading VB6 Projects to VB.NET .
Una guía pormenorizada para poder sacar el máximo provecho a Microsoft Access, el
gestor de bases de datos relacionales del paquete de Microsoft Office, programando
tus aplicaciones con el lenguaje Visual Basic. Una base de datos Access la forma un
único archivo con extensión .accdb, que contiene los siguientes objetos: • Tablas. •
Consultas. • Formularios. • Informes. • Macros. • Módulos. En este documento nos
centramos en el último tipo de objeto «módulos» y entendemos que los anteriores se
conocen y manejan razonablemente. Por lo que para el correcto aprovechamiento de
esta nota técnica, el lector debe estar familiarizado con la base de datos Access a nivel
de usuario. Conocer a nivel básico como trabajar con tablas, consultas, formularios e
informes. Partiendo de este punto, nos centraremos en los módulos que son los
objetos que contienen el código VB (Visual Basic) y aprenderemos a programarlos
para sacar el máximo provecho a nuestra base de datos. Antes de comenzar, conviene
introducir algunos conceptos básicos: • VBA (Visual Basic for Applications): Lenguaje
de programación orientado a objetos, basado en Visual Basic (VB) y empleado para
programar aplicaciones del paquete Office de Microsoft. • Objetos: Entidad autónoma
con características (propiedades) y comportamientos (métodos) específicos. • Evento:
Acción del sistema o del usuario sobre un objeto. Ejemplo: clic del ratón sobre un
botón. • Método: Código referido a un objeto que determina alguno de sus
comportamientos. • Módulo: Objeto que contiene el código.
Explore and customize your Office applications with Visual Basic for Applications:
Beginning Course. This text provides a thorough introduction to the Visual Basic for
Applications language and features step-by-step instructions to guide students in
programming the Microsoft Office applications. Extensive end-of chapter exercises also
offer plenty of hands on practice and reinforcement.
InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is segmented into Channels and
Topic Centers. InfoWorld also celebrates people, companies, and projects.
Java Programmers, Preprare for Microsoft's .NET initiative while enhancing your repertoire and
marketability with C# for Java Progammers! C# for Java Programmers will prepare readers for
the .NET framework by building on what they already know about object-oriented languages
and give them the means to maintain their flexibility and effectiveness in an un-certain
marketplace. This book will compare and contrast the advantages and disadvantages of both
Java and C# to allow programmers to make their own decisions regarding what each language
is best used for. Whatever your feelings are about Microsoft and its .NET initiative, there can
be no denying that C# is here to stay. The C# language, a close cousin to Java, is a new
object-oriented programming language (OOPL) designed to work within the .NET framework. It
improves upon many of the vague or ill-defined areas of C++ that frequently lead programmers
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into trouble. C# is a strongly-typed, object-oriented language designed to give the optimum
blend of simplicity, expressiveness, and performance. Written specifically for Java
programmers. C# for Java Programmers is not an introductory guide to C#, but builds on what
Java programmers already know about object-oriented languages to give them an efficient
means for making in-roads to the .NET framework. Compare and Contrast. This book will
compare and contrast many of the advantages and drawbacks of Java and C# to allow
programmers to make informed, intelligent decisions based on the unique uses of each
language.
Microsoft Office Excel 2007. Visual basic for applications. Con CD-ROMVBA AccessESIC
Editorial
Covers topics including .NET Framework and CLR fundamentals, .NET features, Web
services, programming with GDI+, and interoperability, and provides a Visual Basic .NET
overview.
The classic Nutshell guide to Microsoft's Visual Basic programming language is completely
revised and reorganized to cover the forthcoming VB 3005 version, as well as VB .NET 1.1.
"This book presents methods of reengineering business curricula in order to use ES solutions.
It also helps ES vendors understand the higher education environment so they can support
college and university programs"--Provided by publisher.
The title is misleading until you check out the contents. It is all about HVAC and more. This
compilation has organized data frequently used by Mechanical Engineers, Mechanical
Contractors and Plant Facility Engineers. The book will end the frustration on a busy day
searching for design criteria.

Explains how to design and build a wide range of client/server and web-based
database applications using Visual Basic 6.0, ActiveX Data Objects 2.5, and SQL
Server 7.0, in a handbook that features helpful tutorials, step-by-step directions,
code amples, and practice applications. Original. (Intermediate)
"Sams Teach Yourself More Visual Basic.NET in 21 Days" provides step-by-step
coverage of the most important new features of Visual Basic.NET, plus
information on VB.NET that will shorten the learning curve for programmers who
wish to migrate to VB.NET. The author's thorough coverage gives programmers
an understanding of the advanced building blocks that are necessary to use
when creating Windows applications. Copyright © Libri GmbH. All rights
reserved.
Walkenbach helps you explore VBA programming and shows how to customize
and automate many aspects of Excel. This plain-English guide shows what VBA
is, how it works with Excel, essential programming concepts, and steps to
creating dialog boxes, time-saving macros, Excel add-ins, and more.
Learn how to tap the full potential of Access 2007 Transfer Access data
seamlessly between Microsoft Office applications—and that's just for starters. In
this all-new, comprehensive guide by well-known Access expert Helen Feddema,
you’ll learn to write Visual Basic code that automates Access database tasks,
creates standalone scripts, extracts and merges data, and allows you to put
together powerful solutions. Whether you’re a beginner or a power user, this is
the book you need to succeed with Access 2007.
An accessible and step-by-step approach to using VB.NET and XML enterprise
application development XML is a tool for interacting with, describing, and
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transporting data between machines across networks and across the Internetperfectly suited for Microsoft's .NET plan to fully integrate the Internet into
distributed computing. By using real-world and fully-functional examples, this
book quickly brings Visual Basic programmers and developers up to speed on
XML for enterprise application development. The authors include an overview of
XML and how it works with VB.NET, then explain how to use it to manipulate
data in distributed environments. Companion Web site at www.vb-helper.com
features the complete working code for all the examples built in the book.
Microsoft Technologies .NET Platform: The next big overhaul to Microsoft's
technologies that will bring enterprise distributed computing to the next level by
fully integrating the Internet into the development platform. This will allow
interaction between any machine, on any platform, and on any device. Visual
Basic.NET: The update to this popular visual programming language will offer
greater Web functionality, more sophisticated object-oriented language features,
links to Microsoft's new common runtime, and a new interface. ASP.NET: A
programming framework (formerly known as Active Server Pages) for building
powerful Web-based enterprise applications; can be programmed using VB.NET
or C#. C#: Microsoft's new truly object-oriented programming language that
builds on the strengths of C++ and the ease of Visual Basic; promises to give
Sun's Java a run for its money.
This is a book that helps you to learn Visual Basic using Visual Studio 2008.
Precision, an easy-to-understanding style, real life examples in support of the
concepts, and practical approach in presentation are some of the features that
make the book unique in itself. The text in the book is presented in such a way
that is equally helpful to beginners as well as professionals.The book covers:·
Introduction to .NET Framework and Visual Studio 2008· Fundamentals of Visual
Basic 2008 programming language· Working with Windows Forms and common
windows controls· Windows Workflow foundation (WF)· Working with database in
Visual Basic 2008· Language Integrated Query (LINQ)· Deployment of
applications in Visual Basic 2008· Windows Communication Foundation (WCF)
A hands-on resource combining Visual Basic programming with COM+
programming. In addition to learning Visual Basic, readers learn how to
administer COM+ components and provide security. They also learn how COM+
can be used to solve problems of Enterprise Application Integration.
• Ted Pattison is a revered Visual Basic developer, trainer, and author >• Addresses
the main stumbling point keeping experienced Visual Basic 6 developers from migrating
to Visual Basic .NET >• Provides not only a deep conceptual understanding of objectoriented theory from a Visual Basic perspective, but also a practical guide to using
modern OOP concepts effectively
Over 75% of network attacks are targeted at the web application layer. This book
provides explicit hacks, tutorials, penetration tests, and step-by-step demonstrations for
security professionals and Web application developers to defend their most vulnerable
applications. This book defines Web application security, why it should be addressed
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earlier in the lifecycle in development and quality assurance, and how it differs from
other types of Internet security. Additionally, the book examines the procedures and
technologies that are essential to developing, penetration testing and releasing a
secure Web application. Through a review of recent Web application breaches, the
book will expose the prolific methods hackers use to execute Web attacks using
common vulnerabilities such as SQL Injection, Cross-Site Scripting and Buffer
Overflows in the application layer. By taking an in-depth look at the techniques hackers
use to exploit Web applications, readers will be better equipped to protect confidential.
The Yankee Group estimates the market for Web application-security products and
services will grow to $1.74 billion by 2007 from $140 million in 2002 Author Michael
Cross is a highly sought after speaker who regularly delivers Web Application
presentations at leading conferences including: Black Hat, TechnoSecurity, CanSec
West, Shmoo Con, Information Security, RSA Conferences, and more
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based, independent
reviews of the latest products and services. Our expert industry analysis and practical
solutions help you make better buying decisions and get more from technology.
Lots of step-by-step examples help users learn as they go, bringing together various
technologies into one for aspiring, intermediate VB programmers wishing to understand
the application life cycle.
MICROSOFT VISUAL BASIC 2010: COMPLETE teaches students the essentials of
computer programming using the latest Visual Basic programming language, Visual
Basic 2010. Nine chapters and four appendices cover topics such as designing a Visual
Basic user interface, creating a windows application, variables and arithmetic
operations, mobile applications using decision structures, loop structures, Visual Studio
tools for Office applications, and function procedures and exception handling. Written in
a straight-forward style with the innovative Guided Program Development section in
each chapter, this text makes it easy for any novice programmer to understand the core
capabilities and fundamental skills and techniques for Visual Basic 2010. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.
For more than 20 years, Network World has been the premier provider of information,
intelligence and insight for network and IT executives responsible for the digital nervous
systems of large organizations. Readers are responsible for designing, implementing
and managing the voice, data and video systems their companies use to support
everything from business critical applications to employee collaboration and electronic
commerce.
Take your Excel programming skills to the next level To take Excel to the next level,
you need to understand and implement the power of Visual Basic for Applications
(VBA). Excel VBA Programming For Dummies introduces you to a wide array of new
Excel options, beginning with the most important tools and operations for the Visual
Basic Editor. Inside, you’ll find an overview of the essential elements and concepts for
programming with Excel. In no time, you’ll discover techniques for handling errors and
exterminating bugs, working with range objects and controlling program flow, and much
more. With friendly advice on the easiest ways to develop custom dialog boxes,
toolbars, and menus, readers will be creating Excel applications custom fit to their
unique needs! Fully updated for the new Excel 2019 Step-by-step instructions for
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creating VBA macros to maximize productivity Guidance on customizing your
applications so they work the way you want All sample programs, VBA code, and
worksheets are available at dummies.com Beginning VBA programmers rejoice! This
easy-to-follow book makes it easier than ever to excel at Excel VBA!
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